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Introduction
EduBridge is India's leading Workforce Development Platform that
helps learners in building careers with leading corporates through
training and other career building services.
VISION
To be the first choice provider of high
quality skill and career development in
every corner of India

MISSION
Empower youth to impact India’s future
by walking with them towards a better
life

AWARDS
• “The Best Performing Start-up” by NSDC
• “The Best Emerging Social Business” by ICICI Foundation and CNBC TV18
• “10 Must-Watch Online Learning Providers in India – 2021” Award by
Higher Education Digest in January 2022
• Many more…
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12+ Years

in the Education Industry
ISO Certified organization

An Initiative by IIM-Alumni

Training in major sectors like BFSI, IT/ITES,
Retail, Hospitality, Healthcare, etc.

150,000+

Learners Placed
Jobs provided locally or outstation

75+ Locations

PAN India presnace through
Workforce Development Academies
& Online Portal - www.edubridgeindia.com

OUR RECRUITING PARTNERS:
& many more...

200,000+

Learners Trained
Outreach of 100,000 learners annually
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I am Faizal Ahamed, and currently
working as Operations Executive at
Wipro. It has indeed been a
privilege to have been a part of
EduBridge. The learning experience
was profound, and I have acquired
the requisite skillset for my industry.
I would like to extend my gratitude
to the trainers for imparting
judicious insights on industry
proceedings. My master trainer has
been very supportive, and quick in
resolving any doubts. This comes
as a huge plus when learning in an
online setup!

I am Rohith Kuner and I recently got
an offer letter from Capgemini with
help of EduBridge. I was imparted
great technical as well as soft skills
during my training at EduBridge
and also helped improve my
interview skills. Thanks to the entire
EduBridge
team
and
their
management and placement
team for helping me get the offer
from Capgemini! I can’t wait to see
where my career will not take me! I
highly recommend EduBridge to
those who are ambitious and
dedicated enough to pursue their
dreams!

I am Pavithra and currently working
as a software engineer at
Accenture! I never knew it would be
possible to even break the
stereotype of being a female in the
male oriented IT world, let alone
dream of being part of the
software team at a company like
Accenture! I was glad to see that
there were many more female
learners like me in my batch, all
trained and placed by EduBridge
at the end of the training at various
corporates! I only have EduBridge’s
entire Team to thank for our
achievements!

Placed at:

Placed at:

Placed at:
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BINDUSHREE B R
I got to know about EduBridge through a friend and I am so grateful now to him for letting
me know about this opportunity.
Since our batch of 19 learners began, our trainer gave equal importance to all the learners
as necessary. He taught us concepts in front-end and basic Java. I thank him for his
valuable training and time. He always made sure that everyone understood the
fundamentals and also helped us with assignments to solve as practise. I had an amazing
learning experience! He is still a great mentor to me. We literally learnt everything with the
help of real-time examples and live projects.
I am also grateful to my placement managers as they also supported all of us during the
interview and placement process and helped with all our queries. During my interview at
Capgemini, I was also prepared specifically for it that played a major role in my selection! I
was assisted even through the on-boarding and other documentation processes as well
which made me more comfortable and ease into the job better.
I have no one else to thank but EduBridge for providing me with valuable training and
helping me carve a career path based on my interests!

Course : Post Graduate Certification in Java Full Stack Development for Engineers
Placed at : Capgemini
Designation : Analyst
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KAUSALYA K

I can vouch for EduBridge today because they ensure that the learners are provided with
excellent services at every step of the way. Their website provides each learner with their
own unique credentials to login and keeps close track of undertaken courses and scores
measures your progress and activities that helps you be motivated at every stage of the
training. They also provide study material which I found were easy to understand and use.
The frequent assessments after completing each module helped me to study on time and
improve myself with clear feedback provided right through the Dashboard. Apart from my
course, EduBridge provided me with many other opportunities like access to industry
through guest lectures! These sessions do tend to change your perspective a lot towards a
job and the industry as a whole.
I would like to thank the EduBridge Placement team as well, as they were very supportive
and helpful. I would like to thank my placement managers as I received clear and timely
responses from them which helped me secure a job! They kept me updated regarding
each interview opportunity and kept track of my status and provided feedback before my
next interview. It was because of this unwavering confidence that the Team had in me that
I got placed in Capgemini as a Software Tester finally at the end of 4 rounds of interviews
there!
Overall I had a fantastic experience with EduBridge and I look forward to doing more
courses with them in the near future. I have been recommending EduBridge to everyone
I know! I thank EduBridge for helping me start a new phase in my life and I am grateful for
the same.

Course : Post Graduate Certification in Selenium WebDriver with Java + Frameworks
Placed at : Capgemini
Designation : Analyst
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Placed With : Epsilon
Designation : Associate Marketing Business Analyst
Annual Salary Offered : INR 600,000
- Subhadeep Sarkar
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Placed With : Knack Systems
Designation : Software Engineer
Annual Salary Offered : INR 480,000
- Pavithra Govindaraj
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Placed With : ADP Pvt. Ltd.
Designation : Member Technical
Annual Salary Offered : INR 660,000
- Salikanti Uday
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Placed With : Mphasis
Designation : Associate Software Engineer
Annual Salary Offered : INR 396,000
- Vandana Naik
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VIJAYALAKSHMI S
I joined EduBridge as a way to upskill and improve my technical knowledge based on the
kind of job I was doing at this small IT firm in my area. I found myself interested in and
curious about the Python course offered at EduBridge because the curriculum was really
detailed. Little did I know that this course would not only help me find an excellent job
months later, but also improve my knowledge manifolds that would help me in the future!
The technical knowledge I gained through this course continued to assist me in my daily
tasks in a professional capacity and still continues to help me in my current job.
All the master trainers ensured that we received holistic training as they paid equal
attention to theoretical ad practical skills as well as helped improve on our communication
and other soft skills. For instance, I worked on 2 live projects that helped me understand
how to apply all the knowledge that I had acquired. The regular assessments took away the
fear of aptitude and technical tests during my placement and interview rounds altogether
and I performed much better.
The whole training experience helped me become more confident as a person and
groomed me slowly into a professional that I could only dream of becoming! Today, I am
proud to say that I work at Accenture. I only have EduBridge to thank for in making this a
possibility for me!

Course : Post Graduate Certification in Python and Ruby on Rails
Placed at : Accenture
Designation : Associate Software Engineer
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POOJA N

I am Pooja from a small place called Mandya district, in the state of Karnataka. I have a
background in Computer Science and my journey at EduBridge began after completing
my graduation from Government College. Although EduBridge is located in Mumbai, they
organize online lessons for learners like me who are based outstation and require
guidance. Thankfully, most of the training was conducted via Master Trainers and only
assignments and self-practise or project work were self-study. Not a single recorded video
session like so many other players out there! I was so happy to get this kind of support!
When I enrolled at EduBridge, I had basic domain knowledge that I had acquired during
graduation. Even so, these concepts were not clear in my mind and I through the course I
quickly realized how much the industry had advanced and there was so much more to
learn. The trainers at EduBridge trained me in coding, HTML, CSS and JavaScript as well.
Their motivation played a key role in my progress. They kept telling me and believed in me
as a good programmer and never let me give up in frustration when I got stuck or even
when I made errors.
After the learning process, I completed a project on my own and that helped boost my
confidence even further. A cherry on the cake - EduBridge helped me secure placement at
Accenture! Who could have imagined? I certainly have EduBridge to thank for this!

Course : Post Graduate Certification in Java Full Stack Development
Placed at : Accenture
Designation : Associate Software Engineer
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Placed With : Continental
Designation : Engineer
Annual Salary Offered : INR 600,000
- Shradha V Hulamani
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Placed With : Knack Systems
Designation : Software Engineer
Annual Salary Offered : INR 480,000
- Mittapalli Shravya
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Placed With : TCS
Designation : Assistant System Engineer Trainee
Annual Salary Offered : INR 336,000
- Yashwant Patil
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Placed With : Natwest Group
Designation : Customer Service &
Operations Analyst
Annual Salary Offered : INR 324,000
- Sreeram T
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NABANIT BORO
I enrolled for the Microfinance course at EduBridge which was referred to me by one of my friend’s.
Our Trainer taught us several aspects of finance and tried to provide us with real time updates and
news from the financial sector all throughout the training. The sessions proved to be very informative
and our trainer was very supportive. He also tried to enlighten us with appropriate work culture for
which I will be forever grateful! Who knew grooming and professional etiquettes could take you
places? I got placed at IndusInd Bank as a Relationship Executive in their Tezpur (Assam) branch and
I can all credit this to EduBridge for proving me with such amazing opportunity. I am absolutely
euphoric about the service received by EduBridge as it has turned my career in a new and better
direction. I can hardly wait to enrol myself for the next advanced level course and upskilling myself!

Course : Certification in Microfinance Executive
Placed at : IndusInd Bank
Designation : Relationship Executive

DEVARA VIJAY KUMAR
I would like to thank EduBridge’s Placement Team for helping me get a job in my dream Company –
Capgemini! Thank you for being so helpful and kind with your time and energy. I would like to thank
my trainers for their very valuable training. I really enjoyed it and appreciate that they made it so
much fun. I feel prepared to even deal with uncomfortable issues now. Once again, I would like to
thank the entire EduBridge team. You guys are doing a superb service to the youth of the nation! We
need more service providers like you to ensure that youth like me can get the proper guidance,
counselling and support needed to not only dream but to dream big and learn how to fulfil these
dreams and convert them into a reality! Without them, I wouldn't have been able to achieve my
goals, so I am really grateful to EduBridge and all its team members! Keep up the good work!

Course : Post Graduate Certification in Java Full Stack Development
Placed at : Capgemini
Designation : Analyst
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GAYATHRI MR
I cannot thank the EduBridge team enough for improving my technical skills as well as my interview
and communication skills in such a short amount of time. I still cannot believe how they all managed
to bring about such drastic transformation in all of us. I thank them for always providing me with
knowledge and support that has helped shape my career path to what it is today! I had been course
hunting for a long time online and seen everything that is out there. But something about EduBridge
struck a chord – especially that they don’t have pre-recorded videos and provide support even after
placements to ensure you are settled in your job and happy! I am sure that no other platform
provides such support at every stage of the training and even after that. EduBridge provides great
learning and career based services and opportunities and have a great team. They are the best I
have ever seen!

Course : Post Graduate Certification in Java Full Stack Development
Placed at : Capgemini
Designation : Analyst

ABHISHEK GHOSH
I joined EduBridge right after my graduation. From the first day, the trainer was very kind and
cooperative, and the way she taught us was very interactive and inclusive. After completing almost
70% of my training, I received regular calls from my Placement Manager, who helped groom me for
job opportunities and interviews and finally, to land a job offer. With EduBridge’s help, I was placed at
IndusInd Bank! Thanks a lot EduBridge for all the help and guidance! I definitely recommend them to
everyone looking for a job or just willing to upskill or even as a fresher, they are great with identifying
your skills and setting you on the right career path that match your interests and skills!

Course : Certified Rural Banking Officer
Placed at : IndusInd Bank
Designation : Relationship Executive
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ASMITA RANPISE
My search for a good course was fuelled by my desire to secure a position at a reputable
organisation. However, this was not an easy task, even with the required qualifications. My search led
me to EduBridge, where I had the option to choose the course that suited my needs and interests.
The trainers who took our session were very efficient and helpful and taught us all the concepts
really well. For me, getting a good placement at the end of the course was crucial. Let me be honest
- EduBridge did not fail me there! The team was very strong and without their guidance and
expertise, I would not have been able to secure the job I have today! I look forward to everyday now
to get up and go work at a company at a position that is helping me shape my career! Kudos to
Team EduBridge and thank you for everything!

Course : Certification Program in Data Analytics
Placed at : Accenture
Designation : Associate Software Engineer

SANDHIYA S
Why would I recommend EduBridge to anyone? I am a proud example of their success! Not only
have I become a Full Stack Java Developer, but EduBridge helped me get into the company of my
dreams – Accenture! I always received support from my trainers; be it with anything. They pushed
me to be my best. The relentless efforts of my trainers make me a multi-skilled professional that I am
today! This attribute helps boost my confidence even further, which helps me forge ahead as an
established professional in the tech space. I am grateful to EduBridge who helped me acquire a job
in an enterprise that one can only dream of working in!

Course : Post Graduate Certification in Java Full Stack Development
Placed at : Accenture
Designation : Associate Software Engineer
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www.edubridgeindia.com

